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I. INTRODUCTION

Canada’s unique version of federalism has resulted in an uncertain division of powers between federal and provincial governments. International trade law is among the areas of law that have been significantly impacted by such uncertainty. An important question that remains unanswered today is whether the federal government has the constitutional authority to implement international trade treaties, such as the North American Free Trade Agreement (“NAFTA”), into domestic law so that the treaties will have force against the whole of Canada (including the provinces). The Labour Conventions Case provides some guidance on this question; but considering its vintage and the facts on which it was based, the answer remains uncertain.¹

The recent expropriation of the assets of AbitibiBowater by the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador lead AbitibiBowater to launch a dispute under Chapter 11 of NAFTA.² The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador did not make any attempt to settle the dispute under the dispute resolution process outlined in Chapter 11. Instead, the federal government paid out a settlement. With the federal government having to pick up the tab in a NAFTA dispute arising out of purely provincial act, the hand of the federal government may finally have been forced to take legislative action.

A straightforward approach would be the promulgation of legislation implementing NAFTA into domestic law. To help ensure the provinces will be held accountable if they violate Chapter 11, the federal government could also enact a provision, as part of the implementing legislation, stipulating that provinces will be held liable for such violations. Legislation that implements NAFTA and imposes liability on provinces for violations thereof, however, will likely be met with challenges by the provinces. As a result, the Supreme Court of Canada may have to revisit the Labour Conventions Case and opin
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¹ LL.B., University of Western Ontario Faculty of Law, 2011; J.D., cum laude, Washington and Lee University School of Law, 2010; Honours B.A., University of Toronto, 2005.

on whether the federal government has the power to implement international trade treaties into domestic law.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Chapter 11 of NAFTA

Chapter 11 of NAFTA deals specifically with investment disputes. It has three primary objectives:

1. establish a secure investment environment through the elaboration of clear rules of fair treatment of foreign investment and investors;
2. remove barriers to investment by eliminating or liberalizing existing restrictions; and
3. provide an effective means for the resolution of disputes between an investor and the host government.

Structurally, Section A of the chapter provides substantive rules and principles, while Section B establishes a dispute settlement mechanism. Section A draws on some of the most common principles of international trade law, including the principles of “National Treatment” and “Most-Favored-Nation Treatment.” Two of the most important rules established in Section A are the rules on “fair and equitable treatment” and “expropriation.”

Article 1105(1) states “[e]ach Party shall accord to investments of investors of another Party treatment in accordance with international law, including fair and equitable treatment…” Due to the lack of detail regarding what constitutes fair and equitable treatment under Article 1105, a large number of Chapter 11 claims have been brought, leading to varied interpretation.

Unlike Article 1105, Article 1110 provides significant detail on expropriation and compensation. It prohibits NAFTA Parties from expropriating...
the investments of an investor of another NAFTA Party and other measures tantamount to expropriation. It does, however, offer an exemption from the prohibition if the expropriation is "(a) for a public purpose; (b) on a non-discriminatory basis; (c) in accordance with due process of the law and Article 1105(1); and (d) on payment of compensation[.]" In paragraphs 2 through 6 of the article, the details of what exactly constitute just compensation are spelled out. Paragraphs 2 through 6 state the following:

2. Compensation shall be equivalent to the fair market value of the expropriated investment immediately before the expropriation took place ("date of expropriation"), and shall not reflect any change in value occurring because the intended expropriation had become known earlier. Valuation criteria shall include going concern value, asset value including declared tax value of tangible property, and other criteria, as appropriate, to determine fair market value.

3. Compensation shall be paid without delay and be fully realizable.

4. If payment is made in a G7 currency, compensation shall include interest at a commercially reasonable rate for that currency from the date of expropriation until the date of actual payment.

5. If a Party elects to pay in a currency other than a G7 currency, the amount paid on the date of payment, if converted into a G7 currency at the market rate of exchange prevailing on that date, shall be no less than if the amount of compensation owed on the date of expropriation had been converted into that G7 currency at the market rate of exchange prevailing on that date, and interest had accrued at a commercially reasonable rate for that G7 currency from the date of expropriation until the date of payment.

6. On payment, compensation shall be freely transferable as provided in Article 1109.

Thus, a NAFTA Party may expropriate the investments of an investor of another NAFTA Party, as long as it is a proper expropriation under Article 1110(1) and just compensation, as set out in Paragraphs 2 through 6, is paid.

Under Section B, the mechanism for the settlement of investment disputes between an investor of a NAFTA Party and another NAFTA Party is interna-
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12 NAFTA, supra note 2, at art. 1110.
13 Id.
14 Id.
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tional arbitration. As part of the agreement, each Party has pre-authorized the submission of disputes to arbitration. Chapter 11 provides the following three avenues for submission of claims: (1) the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (“ICSID”) Convention, (2) the Additional Facility Rules of ICSID, or (3) the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (“UNCITRAL”) Arbitration Rules.

One of the key characteristics of Chapter 11 is that it gives private investors the right to bring a claim against a national government of one of the State Parties to the treaty. Under its predecessor, the Free-Trade Agreement, a dispute settlement regime for private investors was not available. The private cause of action afforded to disgruntled investors under Chapter 11 has also made it one of the most controversial chapters of the agreement. Given the controversy surrounding this particular part of NAFTA, it may come as a surprise that both Canada and the United States were intent on NAFTA providing this type of formal dispute settlement mechanism. At the heart of this controversy is the issue of sovereignty. Many have argued that bestowing such rights on private parties erodes the sovereignty of state parties.

Although the Chapter 11 investment regime is quite comprehensive, it does permit reservations and exceptions under Article 1108. Article 1108 provides an exemption for provincial governments from having to comply with Articles 1102, 1103, 1106 and 1107, as long as these governments listed their non-conforming measures within two years of NAFTA’s entry into force. As mentioned above, Article 1102, National Treatment, and Article

16 Id. at sec. B.
17 Id. at art. 1122(1).
18 Id. at art. 1120. For NAFTA Chapter 11 disputes, claims may be submitted to arbitration under the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules. A claim may be submitted to arbitration under the ICSID Convention if both the disputing Party and the Party the investor’s Party are parties to the Convention. To date, only the United States is a party to the ICSID Convention; Canada has signed and ratified but has not deposited.
19 NAFTA, supra note 2, at art. 1102(b).
21 See Christopher H. Schreuer, The ICSID Convention: A Commentary 222 (1st ed. 2001). If one of the Parties is a party to the Convention, the claim may be submitted under the Additional Facility Rules of ICSID. NAFTA, supra note 2, at art. 1108(2).
1103, Most-Favored-Nation Treatment are two of the bedrock principles of international trade law, so allowing the provinces to exempt some of their laws from these principles is significant. None of the provinces formally provided a list of their non-conforming measures. On March 29th, 1996, in a letter from the Canadian Minister for International Trade to his NAFTA counterparts, the Canadian Minister provided a general reservation.

B. Treaty Making in Canada

Part of the controversy that surrounded, and continues to surround, Chapter 11 relates to the general treaty-making process in Canada. Treaty-making is not specifically addressed in Canada’s written constitution. Under the Constitution Act, 1867, however, the British Crown was given the power to represent Canada on the international plane; today, the prerogative of the Crown is exercised by the executive branch of the Canadian federal government. The treaty-making power lies with the executive: the executive negotiates, signs, and ratifies international treaties. After ratification, states are subject to the international legal obligation to implement the treaty.

24 See id.
25 An explanation for the governments of some of the provinces deciding not to provide a list of their non-conforming laws is that they thought that producing such a list would be seen as a sign of implicit assent to NAFTA on their part.
26 See Timothy Ross Wilson, Trade Rules: Ethyl Corporation v. Canada (NAFTA Chapter 11) Part II: Are Fears Founded?, 6 NAFTA L. & BUS. REV. AMERICAS. 205, 209 (2000). In the Trade Rules article Wilson provides the following reproduction of the reservation that was attached as a schedule in the Minister of International Trade’s letter:
   - Sector: All Sectors
   - Type of Reservation: National Treatment (1102, 1202), Most-Favored-Nation Treatment (1103, 1203), Local Presence (1205), Performance Requirements (1106), Senior Management and Boards of Directors (1107), Level of Government: Provincial Measures: All existing non-conforming measures of all provinces and territories.
   - Phase-out: None.
29 Constitution Act, 1867, 30 & 31 Vict., s. 132 (U.K.), reprinted in R.S.C. 1985, app. II, no. 5 (CAN); see also Peter W. Hogg, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW OF CANADA, 11-5, 11.4(a) (Thompson Reuters Can. Ltd., 5th ed. Supp. vol. 1, 2007); see also Laura Barnett, LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT, CANADA’S APPROACH TO THE TREATY-MAKING PROCESS 5 (2008), available at http://www.parl.gc.ca/Content/LOP/researchpublications/prb0845-e.htm (discussing the power to make treaties generally). Parliament, however, was involved with the ratification process in the past; see also Harrington supra note 27, at 476. Recently, the parliamentary role in ratification has somewhat reemerged; see also Policy on Tabling of Treaties in Parlia-
In Canada, for a treaty that alters domestic law to be enforceable at the national level, it must be incorporated through domestic law.\textsuperscript{31} This is distinct from self-executing or monist regimes where an international treaty gains national effect by virtue of ratification. Canada’s two-step or dualist treaty implementation regime requires both ratification and domestic implementation through legislation.\textsuperscript{32}

The level of government—provincial or federal—that must promulgate the treaty implementing legislation turns on the subject matter of the treaty itself.\textsuperscript{33} The Constitution Act, 1867 divides the power to legislate between the federal government and the governments of the provinces. In the Constitution Act, 1867, section 91 enumerates particular powers that are the responsibility of the federal government, and section 92 enumerates particular powers which are the responsibility of the governments of the provinces. However, because of significant overlap and omissions, the division of powers between the national and sub-national governments is not always clear.

Unlike the United States Constitution, the Canadian Constitution bestows the federal legislature with the power to preempt the laws of subnational governments. Article VI, clause 2 (the “Supremacy Clause”) of the United States Constitution states “[t]his Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in Pursuance thereof ... shall be the supreme Law of the Land; ... any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any state to the Contrary notwithstanding.”\textsuperscript{34} The Supremacy Clause has been interpreted by the Supreme Court of the United States to mean that state laws that conflict with federal law are “without effect.”\textsuperscript{35} The absence of a federal preemption power in Canada has resulted in considerable frustration in the international treaty-making context, in addition to a variety of other contexts.

The seminal case dealing with the issue of whether the federal government has the power to enact legislation that implements a treaty is the Labour Conventions Case.\textsuperscript{36} The Labour Conventions Case involved a dispute between Canada and the provinces over the Canadian government’s ability to promulgate federal legislation that would implement international labour

\begin{footnotes}
\item \textsuperscript{30} HOGG, \textit{supra} note 29.
\item \textsuperscript{31} See Baker v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship & Immigr.), [1999] 2 S.C.R. 817, ¶ 79 (Can.); see also BARNETT, \textit{supra} note 29, at 5. Some international treaties are consistent with domestic legislation, and thereby, do not require legislation to be passed. \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{32} BARNETT, \textit{supra} note 29.
\item \textsuperscript{33} Harrington, \textit{supra} note 27, at 483.
\item \textsuperscript{34} U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2.
\item \textsuperscript{35} Maryland v. Louisiana, 451 U. S. 725, 746 (1981).
\end{footnotes}
conventions that the Canadian government had ratified. The Canadian government argued that section 132 of the Constitution Act, 1867 gave it the necessary power to promulgate such legislation. According to section 132, “[t]he Parliament and Government of Canada shall have all Powers necessary or proper for performing the Obligations of Canada or of any Province there-of...towards Foreign Countries, arising under Treaties between the Empire and such Foreign Countries.” Section 132, on its face, seems to provide the government with necessary powers to implement treaties.

The case was argued before the Supreme Court, resulting in a split decision. It was then appealed to the Privy Council which held that the Federal Government’s section 132 treaty power does not give it any enhanced subject matter jurisdiction over and above the jurisdiction it has absent this power. Essentially, section 132 has no bearing on the domestic implementation of international treaties. Much like in domestic matters, the level of government that has the power to implement a specific treaty depends on whether the subject matter of the treaty is within the province of the national or sub-national government. Determining what level of government has the power to implement a treaty is difficult in the trade context because the subject matter of international treaties often falls within the domain of both the federal and provincial governments. This situation can have far reaching implications. It could require the legislative approval of up to fourteen governments to implement a treaty, thus making treaty implementation a formidable task.

In the case of NAFTA, the task of treaty implementation was not achieved by Parliament’s promulgation of the North American Free Trade Agreement Implementation Act. In Canadians v. Canada, the Ontario Court of Appeal addressed the issue of whether NAFTA had been “incorporated into domestic law” by the NAFTA Implementation Act. The Court held that because section 10 of the NAFTA Implementation Act only states “[t]he Agreement is Hereby Approved,” it does not incorporate the treaty into domestic law. Moreover, no sub-national government in Canada has implemented NAFTA through legislation. This regulatory void has resulted in a
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39 Constitution Act, supra note 29.
40 See Labour Conventions, I D.L.R. ¶16.
41 Ten provinces, three territories, and the federal government.
42 North American Free Trade Agreement Implementation Act, S.C. 1993, c. 44 (Can.).
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variety of issues, including whether Canadian sub-national governments are bound to the provisions of NAFTA. If they are not, who then is liable if an action is brought against Canada, as a Party to NAFTA, for a sub-national government’s breach of a provision of Chapter 11? Though many commentators foresaw these issues, the AbitibiBowater settlement has brought them to the forefront of the Canadian trade law debate.

C. The AbitibiBowater Settlement

AbitibiBowater is one of the largest pulp and paper companies in the world. Through its Canadian subsidiaries and their predecessors, AbitibiBowater has operated in Canada for more than a century. Of its operations in Canada, some of its most significant operations were based in Newfoundland and Labrador. On December 16th, 2008, the Newfoundland and Labrador House of Assembly enacted Bill 75 (the “Abitibi-Consolidated Rights and Assets Act”). The Abitibi-Consolidated Rights and Assets Act expropriated certain timber rights, land rights, water use rights, and physical assets from AbitibiBowater. Furthermore, the Abitibi-Consolidated Rights and Assets Act denied AbitibiBowater any form of compensation.

Although AbitibiBowater’s head office is in Montreal, it is incorporated in Delaware. Its United States corporate status allowed it to utilize the Chapter 11 investor dispute settlement process. AbitibiBowater was able to bring an action against the Canadian government because of its status as an Ameri-
Before submitting a claim to arbitration under Chapter 11 of NAFTA, Article 1118 requires parties to “first attempt to settle a claim through consultation or negotiation.”53 Given the abruptness of the actions of the government of Newfoundland and Labrador,54 it came as no surprise that the province was not willing to negotiate. After the six-month waiting period,55 AbitibiBowater was free to submit a claim to arbitration. AbitibiBowater’s counsel submitted a Notice of Intent to Submit a Claim to an Arbitrator on April 23, 2009,56 and a Notice of Arbitration and Statement of Claim on February 25, 2010.57 In its Notice of Arbitration and Statement of Claim, AbitibiBowater raised a number of claims under Chapter 11. AbitibiBowater argued that the province directly and unlawfully expropriated its assets, rights, licenses, and other interests, as none of the criteria for lawful expropriation under Article 1110 were met.58 Moreover, no compensation was provided. AbitibiBowater argued that it also did not receive fair and equitable treatment pursuant to Article 1105 because the expropriation “was arbitrary, irrational and discriminatory, in violation of AbitibiBowater’s legitimate expectations of a stable business and legal environment and of equal treatment vis-à-vis other investors.”59 Finally, it argued that Canada was in breach of the principles of National Treatment and Most-Favored-Nation Treatment, because by explicitly targeting AbitibiBowater, the province directly discriminated against it.60 The corporation claimed monetary damages of $500 million CAD.61

As some had predicted,62 Canada ended up footing the bill for the actions of the government of Newfoundland and Labrador.63 The federal govern-

52 NAFTA, supra note 2, at art. 1101.
53 Id. at art. 1118.
54 The Abitibi-Consolidated Rights and Assets Act was passed in one day, shortly following AbitibiBowater’s announcement of the closure of the Grand Falls Mill facility in Newfoundland and Labrador. See AbitibiBowater NOI, supra note 48, ¶42.
55 Article 1120 of Chapter 11 only permits a claim to be submitted to arbitration six months after the events given rise to the claim have taken place. NAFTA, supra note 2, at art. 1120.
56 AbitibiBowater NOI, supra note 48.
58 Id. ¶ 88.
59 Id. ¶ 95.
60 Id. ¶ 97.
61 Id. ¶ 100(a).
63 See Bertrand Marotte, Ottawa Pays AbitibiBowater $130-million for Expropriation,
ment reached a settlement with AbitibiBowater, whereby it paid out $130 million CAD. The significance of the outcome of the AbitibiBowater expropriation is that the federal government had to pay one-hundred percent of the damages associated with the acts of a province in a NAFTA Chapter 11 dispute. Hopefully, this will push Canada to address some of the lingering issues that remain unresolved, over a decade and a half since NAFTA came into force. After the settlement was reached Prime Minister Stephen Harper made the following remarks:

I do not intend to get back the monies expended in this case from the government of Newfoundland and Labrador. But I have indicated that in future, should provincial actions cause significant legal obligations for the government of Canada, the government of Canada will create a mechanism so that it can reclaim monies lost through international trade processes.64

The question is -- how will the Prime Minister make good on this promise?

III. LEGISLATIVE ACTION AND SUPREME COURT REVIEW

Prime Minister Harper's strong tone signals that Canadian provinces will soon be held accountable for violations of Chapter 11 of NAFTA. A mechanism for reclaiming federal funds lost through the Chapter 11 dispute resolution process could be created legislatively. As discussed above, the NAFTA Implementation Act does not appear to bind the provinces to the provisions of NAFTA. In order to address this issue, Parliament could promulgate legislation that explicitly implements NAFTA into domestic law. Among the provisions in the implementing statute, Parliament would be well advised to include a provision that specifically addresses Chapter 11 disputes that arise out of the conduct of a provincial government. Such a provision should clearly indicate that any liability resulting to Canada from a Chapter 11 dispute—arising out of the actions of a province—is the responsibility of the provincial government.

Surely such a provision and the act as a whole would almost certainly be met with a challenge by the provincial governments. The provincial governments would argue that by enacting such legislation, the federal govern-
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ment has acted beyond its constitutional authority. The Supreme Court of Canada would then have to decide on the validity of the legislation and likely revisit the Labour Conventions Case.

The analysis provided below begins with a look at whether legislation implementing NAFTA as a whole against both the provincial and federal governments would be upheld by the Supreme Court. Although a variety of avenues for upholding such legislation may exist, the analysis is limited to overturning the Labour Conventions Case, as well as distinguishing the Labour Conventions Case, the General Trade and Commerce Power of section 91(2), and the Parliament's power to make laws for "peace, order, and good government." Following this analysis, an evaluation of the likelihood of the Supreme Court upholding a subsidiary provision extending liability to the provincial governments in Chapter 11 disputes is provided. Finally, the prospect of the federal and provincial governments reaching an understanding is considered.

A. Implementing NAFTA

(1) Overturning the Labour Conventions Case

Any challenge of legislation implementing NAFTA would require the Supreme Court to revisit the issues addressed in the Labour Conventions Case. It is difficult to overlook that at the time this case was decided, Canada was a very different place. Having a single voice to speak to the rest of the world on international treaties is more important today than ever. It is also hard to ignore the Supreme Court dicta indicating that the outcome of the case, if decided today, might be different. That being said, it is possible that the Supreme Court will decide, even today, that the federal government does not have plenary power to implement international treaties.

(2) Distinguishing the Labour Conventions Case

Even if the Labour Conventions doctrine remains intact, the case could be distinguished on its facts from a challenge to federal legislation implementing a trade agreement. Arguably, the labour context is different than the

65 See generally CLEMENT MACINTYRE & JOHN WILLIAMS, PEACE, ORDER, AND GOOD GOVERNMENT (2003) (providing a general overview of how the ideals of peace, order, and good government drive Canadian policy).

trade context which could result in a different outcome. The legislation at the center of the dispute in the Labour Conventions Case dealt with the implementation of international conventions dealing with labour standards.\textsuperscript{67} The Privy Council stated that the “validity of the legislation can only depend upon sections 91 and 92 ... [and] this legislation came within the classes of subjects by section 92 assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of the provinces, viz., property and civil rights in the province.”\textsuperscript{68} A determining factor in the Privy Council’s decision, therefore, was that the legislation in dispute dealt with a matter clearly within the jurisdiction of the provincial governments, under section 92 of the Constitution Act, 1867. The importance of this factor is made explicit by their reference to their decision in the Reference re Regulation and Control of Radio Communication in Canada ["Radio Case"].\textsuperscript{69}

In the Radio Case, the Dominion government’s power to implement a treaty regarding radio was upheld.\textsuperscript{70} The Privy Council distinguished their decision in the Radio Case on the grounds that the subject matter was the regulation of radio, which did not fall squarely within one of the enumerated classes of subjects in section 92 (or section 91).\textsuperscript{71} Rather, the regulation of radio could be seen as crossing into both federal and provincial jurisdiction.

Arguably, the case for the regulation of trade, including implementation of NAFTA, falling within the federal sphere of powers is even stronger than the regulation of radio. This is because section 91(2) clearly states “Regulation of Trade and Commerce” is within the federal government’s exclusive authority.\textsuperscript{72} The provincial governments, on the other hand, would argue that the subject matter of NAFTA invades the provincial domain of “property and civil rights,” under section 92(13) of the Constitution Act, 1867. The ques-

\textsuperscript{68} Id. ¶ 16.
\textsuperscript{69} Reference re Regulation and Control of Radio Communication in Canada (Radio Case), [1932] AC 304 (Can.).
\textsuperscript{70} See id.
\textsuperscript{71} The Dominion government made a reference asking whether it had the right to regulate radio. Id.; see Labour Conventions, 1 D.L.R. ¶ 16.
\textsuperscript{72} Constitution Act, supra note 29. An issue that may arise is that the section 92(1) trade and commerce power only contemplated domestic trade and commerce, not international trade and commerce, which was part of the Royal Prerogative at the time. Convincingly, it could be argued that the federal government’s power over trade and commerce has been extended to international trade and commerce because the federal government now exercises the Crown Prerogative; see Harrington supra note 27. Significantly, the Supreme Court has recognized the section 92(1) “the federal trade and commerce power [as] not correspond to the literal meaning of the words “regulation of trade and commerce” ... [and including] arrangements with regard to international and interprovincial trade[,]” Canada Attorney General v. Canadian National Transportation Ltd. (Canadian National Transportation Case), [1983] 2 S.C.R. 206, ¶ 33.
tion of whether the federal government’s implementation of NAFTA is held to be *ultra vires* may depend, to some extent, on how the subject matter of the agreement is characterized.

(3) The General Trade and Commerce Power

Under the Labour Conventions doctrine, determining whether federal legislation implementing NAFTA would be upheld may also depend on the breadth of Parliament’s section 91 trade and commerce power. In *Citizens Insurance Co. of Canada v. Parsons*, the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council distinguished two branches of federal power under s. 91(2): (1) the power over international and interprovincial trade and commerce, and (2) the power over general trade and commerce affecting Canada as a whole (“General Trade and Commerce”). The first branch of the commerce and trade power has been subjected to intense constitutional challenge, and is likely too narrow to be successfully applied to legislation implementing NAFTA. The second branch, on the other hand, may be sufficiently broad.

To assist in determining if a particular piece of legislation should be upheld under the General Trade and Commerce Power, the following five-factor test (the “General Trade and Commerce Power Test”) was developed by the Supreme Court in *Vapor and Canadian National Transport*:

(i) the impugned legislation must be part of a regulatory scheme;
(ii) the scheme must be monitored by the continuing oversight of a regulatory agency;
(iii) the legislation must be concerned with trade as a whole rather than with a particular industry;
(iv) the legislation should be of a nature that provinces jointly or severally would be constitutionally incapable of enacting; and
(iv) the failure to include one or more provinces or localities in a legislative scheme would jeopardize the successful operation of the scheme in other parts of the country.

---


74 *General Motors Case*, 1 S.C.R. ¶ 23; see also *Labatt Brewing Co. v. Canada* [1980] 1 S.C.R. 914, ¶ 16 (Can.).

75 *General Motors Case*, 1 S.C.R. at 662-63; see *MacDonald v. Vapor Canada Ltd.* [1977] 2 S.C.R. 134, ¶31-32 (Can.). The Supreme Court of Canada began to construct a test to determine whether legislation enacted under the general trade and commerce power is valid. The Vapor Court set out the first three factors of the test. The final two were established in 1983;
This list of factors is not exhaustive and the presence of any or all of the factors is not decisive, but merely persuasive in determining whether the legislation falls within the General Trade and Commerce Power. A case-by-case analysis is necessary. In the past, the Supreme Court has used the General Trade and Commerce Power to uphold federal legislation against provincial challenge in areas, such as competition and intellectual property.

Evaluating legislation that would implement NAFTA into domestic law under the General Trade and Commerce Power Test set out above would be difficult as the legislation itself would likely contain little substance of its own (as its purpose would be to implement NAFTA into domestic law). In order to perform a meaningful analysis under this test, NAFTA, rather than the implementing act, must be examined. It is important to note that the General Trade and Commerce Power Test has not been applied in this way by the Supreme Court in the past. Performing an analysis of the implementing legislation based on NAFTA, however, would still be faithful to the General Trade and Commerce Power Test because the implementing legislation functions to implement the treaty into domestic law. By becoming part of the domestic law, it is the regime created by the treaty that must be evaluated. Provided below is an analysis of NAFTA and Chapter 11 under the General Trade and Commerce Power Test.

(i) Regulatory scheme

In the General Motors Case, the Supreme Court considered whether the Combines Investigation Act was valid under the second branch of the Trade and Commerce Power. In its examination of whether it contained a regulatory scheme, the Supreme Court focused on how the Combines Investigation Act consisted of a comprehensive regime geared towards achieving the objective of eliminating activities that reduce competition in the market-place. NAFTA can easily be analogized to the Combines Investigation Act. Its pri
mary objectives are to eliminate barriers to trade, promote fair competition, increase investment, and protect and enforce intellectual property rights. NAFTA is divided into eight parts, providing detailed and comprehensive coverage of a variety of areas of trade, including goods, services, government procurement, investment, intellectual property, labor, and the environment.

As discussed above, Chapter 11 of NAFTA sets out the “rules of the game” in Section A and the dispute resolution mechanism in Section B. Chapter 11 on its own would likely be considered to encompass a regulatory regime specifically dealing with the regulation of private investment among NAFTA countries.

(ii) Regulatory oversight

Turning again to General Motors Case, the Supreme Court found that the Director of Investigations and Research and the Restrictive Trade Practices Commission provided sufficient oversight over the regulatory scheme. The Director has the authority to inquire into suspected anti-competitive conduct and the Commission holds proceedings. Each of the three parties to NAFTA is involved in its oversight. The Free Trade Commission consists of cabinet-level representatives from the three member countries, and is tasked with overseeing the implementation and elaboration of the agreement. The NAFTA Co-ordinators are responsible for implementation in a broader sense. In addition, each NAFTA Party has a domestic trade body dedicated to oversight of trade. In Canada, the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade performs this function. Given the multiple avenues of oversight, it is likely that this factor is met. The oversight provided by these bodies extends to all parts of NAFTA, including investment.

(iii) Not focused on a single industry

This factor clearly weighs in favor of NAFTA because the agreement does not focus on a single industry or sector of the economy. Rather, it seeks
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to establish a free trade area.\textsuperscript{94} Similarly, Chapter 11 focuses on investment generally and not investment in a specific industry.

(iv) Parliament must promulgate legislation

Although the question of what level of government has the power to implement a specific treaty turns on the subject matter of the treaty, the power to negotiate, sign, and ratify international treaties is within the powers of the federal executive.\textsuperscript{95} In effect, this would make it constitutionally impossible for the provinces, jointly or severally, to enact NAFTA or Chapter 11 on their own.

(v) Need for national application

If a single province were not included in NAFTA, it would be extremely difficult to negotiate such an agreement. It is doubtful that the national governments of the United States or Mexico would be willing to enter into a trade agreement with only some of the Canadian provinces. Even if such an agreement could be reached, the bargaining power of the provinces that decided to participate would be significantly reduced. In the case of international trade, the nation must speak with one voice.

As mentioned above, all five factors do not have to be resolved in favor of the legislation for the Supreme Court to uphold it under the General Trade and Commerce Power.\textsuperscript{96} But finding that all five factors do support a valid exercise of the General Trade and Commerce Power will be highly persuasive. Assuming the validity and acceptance by the Court of the analysis above, a statute implementing NAFTA into domestic law would likely come within the federal government’s General Trade and Commerce Power. Again, it is important to note that to date, the Supreme Court has not extended this analysis to an international agreement.\textsuperscript{97}

\textsuperscript{94} See NAFTA, supra note 2, at art. 101.

\textsuperscript{95} See BARNETT, supra note 28; see also Harrington, supra note 27, at 476.

\textsuperscript{96} See NAFTA, supra note 2, at Part III.A(3).

(4) Peace, Order, and Good Government

Under the residual powers of section 91, Parliament may "make Laws for the Peace, Order, and Good Government of Canada, in relation to all Matters not coming within the Classes of Subjects by this Act assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of the Provinces[.]",[98] The relevant branch to assess the federal government's enactment of legislation that implements NAFTA domestically is the national concern branch of POGG.[99] Justice Le Dain set out the following test for the national concern doctrine:

(1) the national concern doctrine is separate and distinct from the national emergency doctrine...
(2) it applies to new matters which did not exist at confederation and matters which since became matters of national concern;
(3) it must have a singleness, distinctiveness, and indivisibility that distinguishes it from local matters and its impact on provincial jurisdiction is reconcilable with the distribution of constitutional power; and
(4) in determining 3, what would the effect of provincial failure to effectively deal with the regulation of the matter on extra provincial interests.'[100]

There is also a national emergency branch of POGG. This branch is not relevant in this context as it is unlikely that the implementation of a trade agreement would be considered necessary temporary legislation, so the first prong of the test is irrelevant. Arguably, the second prong of the test would also be satisfied. Trade agreements, such as NAFTA, did not exist with the Dominion at Confederation and are matters of national concern. In Canadian Generic Pharmaceutical Assn. v. Canada (Minister of Health), the Federal Court stated in dicta that NAFTA would satisfy this prong.[101]

Under the third prong, the test for singleness, distinctiveness and indivisibility has been described as demanding because of the risk that the notion of national concern poses to the constitutional division of provincial and federal powers.[102] The analysis under the third prong is informed by the fourth prong. The effect on extra-provincial interests of a provincial failure to deal

---

[100] Id.
effectively with the control or regulation of the intra-provincial aspects of trade could be significant, as roughly half of provincial exports are to markets within Canada.\textsuperscript{103} Regulation of trade among the provinces and the regulation of trade among the provinces and other countries may be divisible, leaving the former within the authority of the provinces and the latter within the authority of the federal government.

Turning solely to international trade, there would still be some encroachment on the section 92(13) provincial powers if the regulation of international trade agreements was left to Parliament. The indivisible nature of international trade, however, would make it difficult to argue that both the federal and provincial governments could regulate such trade. The actions of one province can impact the whole nation. For example, if the federal government did not pay AbitibiBowater for the actions of the government of Newfoundland and Labrador, the impact would have been felt across Canada. Not paying out any compensation for such a blatant and large-scale expropriation would result in a negative impact on foreign investment in Canada. Notwithstanding this analysis, the limited precedent on what qualifies under the national concern branch of the POGG makes it difficult to determine whether federal legislation that implements NAFTA would be upheld under this branch.

Though it is unlikely that the Supreme Court will overturn the Labour Conventions doctrine, it may determine that international trade is outside the reach of the doctrine. As explained above, the national concern branch of the POGG may also be an avenue for upholding federal regulation implementing NAFTA. The General Trade and Commerce Power, however, would likely be the strongest grounds for finding such legislation is valid, provided the Supreme Court finds the General Trade and Commerce Test to be applicable in this context. Analyzing the factors, it appears that they weigh in favor of NAFTA and Chapter 11. Unfortunately, even if a Supreme Court decision finds that the provinces are bound to the provisions of NAFTA, it may not solve the problem that arose in the AbitibiBowater dispute. This is because Chapter 11 is silent on the issue of provincial liability under Articles 1105 and 1110. For this reason, a more direct approach may be necessary.

B. A Provincial Liability Provision

A provision that holds a provincial government responsible for liability resulting from Chapter 11 disputes that arise out of its conduct is necessary. Even if an act implementing NAFTA was found to be \textit{intra vires}, the provincial governments may challenge a particular provision of the act. Again, the

strongest argument that Parliament has the authority to enact such a provision is that it falls within the General Trade and Commerce Power. The test for determining whether a provision within an act, rather than the act as a whole, is valid was articulated in the General Motors Case; the steps of the test are as follows:

(1) [T]he court must determine whether the impugned provision can be viewed as intruding on provincial powers, and if so to what extent.[.]
(2) [T]he court must establish whether the act (or a severable part of it) is valid.[.]
(3) If so, the court must then determine whether the impugned provision is sufficiently integrated with the scheme that it can be upheld by virtue of that relationship.

At the first stage of the analysis, the reviewing court examines the provision individually, without regard to the Act of which it is part. On its own, a provincial liability provision is sure to be seen as intruding on provincial powers. Take the AbitibiBowater settlement, for instance; the government of Newfoundland and Labrador promulgated provincial legislation that expropriated the property of a private company. Given that the matter was civil in nature and all the property was located within the province, the enactment of Bill 75 seems to fall within section 92(13). Federal legislation requiring the provincial government to make payment to AbitibiBowater as a result of such action seems to intrude on the provinces authority. A reviewing court’s finding that the provision invades the provincial legislative domain, however, would not necessarily result in the provision being invalidated.

The second stage requires the court to determine whether the act, or a severable part of it, is valid. When examining the validity of a provision under the General Trade and Commerce Power, an analysis of the factors in the General Trade and Commerce Power Test is necessary. As discussed above, if the five factors are applied to NAFTA, or Chapter 11 on its own, they will likely all weigh in its favor.

Finally, the provision must be sufficiently linked to the legislation. In the Vapor Case, Chief Justice Laskin indicated that including an invalid pro-

---

104 See General Motors Case, 1 S.C.R. ¶47.
105 Id.
106 Id. ¶41.
107 Id.
108 Id. ¶42.
109 Id. ¶47.
110 See NAFTA, supra note 2, at Part III.A.(3).
111 See General Motors Case, 1 S.C.R. ¶44.
vision in a valid act does not make the provision valid. At this stage in the analysis, the degree to which the provision encroaches on the provincial power is relevant. A sliding scale approach is taken. The more intrusive the legislation is on the provincial power the stronger the connection between it and the act must be. In the case of legislation that holds the provinces liable if their actions result in liability under Chapter 11, the strength of the connection between the provision and Chapter 11 of NAFTA is unquestionable. Without a mechanism to hold the provincial governments liable for violating Chapter 11, the entire Chapter 11 framework is at risk. As in the AbitibiBowater scenario, provincial governments could contravene the provisions of the Chapter and the federal government would be liable for their actions. This could circumvent the objectives of the Chapter—establishment of a secure investment environment, removal of investment barriers, and effective dispute resolution throughout the country. The analysis of a provincial liability provision under the General Motors framework shows that a reviewing court would likely find such a provision valid.

C. An Understanding

As an alternative to legislative action, the federal and provincial governments could negotiate an agreement. Given that maintaining a stable trade relationship with the United States and Mexico is in the best interests of Canada as a whole, an understanding with the federal government may be a viable option. It would also allow both levels of government to avoid a major constitutional issue. Since the Labour Conventions Case was decided, and perhaps even before then, the provincial and federal governments have, at least in some cases, co-operated in making treaties. The AbitibiBowater settlement is significant because the federal government paid one-hundred percent of the proceeds of a Chapter 11 settlement that stemmed from acts that were exclusively provincial. As prominent trade law practitioner Lawrence Herman points out: “consideration should be given to a federal-provincial understanding or protocol settling responsibility for payment of NAFTA awards that concern provincial measures.” Given what is at stake and Canadian history, this may be a realistic possibility.

112 Id. ¶ 34.
113 Id. ¶44.
114 Id.
115 See NAFTA, supra note 2, at ch. 11.
116 Herman, supra note 45, at 6.
IV. CONCLUSION

Parliament's promulgation of an act implementing NAFTA into Canadian domestic law and insertion of a provision that apportions liability for Chapter 11 disputes could prevent the reoccurrence of the AbitibiBowater problem. This, of course, is not the only way the federal government could remedy the problem. Any legislative solution that implements NAFTA domestically, however, will likely be subjected to the scrutiny of the Supreme Court upon provincial objections. In an effort to temper its actions, prior to promulgating such legislation, Parliament could pose the question of whether it has the authority to enact such legislation to the Supreme Court by submitting a reference. Whether by a reference or a provincial ultra vires challenge to legislation, the Supreme Court of Canada would have to decide on the constitutional validity of the legislation.

Though it is difficult to predict how the Supreme Court would approach this constitutional question, the General Trade and Commerce Power likely provides the strongest basis for domestically implementing NAFTA and a related provincial liability provision. Such a decision would require the Supreme Court to widen the scope of the General Trade and Commerce Test to include legislation that implements an international agreement, and look to the agreement to satisfy the factors of the test. This is the only way to perform a meaningful analysis. Given the importance and timeliness of this issue, it is likely that Prime Minister Harper will fulfill his promise and the Supreme Court may soon be confronted with this question.

As discussed above, a constitutional challenge may be avoided if a federal-provincial understanding is reached. In any case, implementing NAFTA against all of Canada and enacting a provision that clearly establishes provincial liability or by negotiating an understanding that has essentially the same effect will insure that the federal government does not have to pay for provincial acts that violate Chapter 11. As result of a resolution on this issue, the provinces would be motivated to get involved in the entire Chapter 11.

dispute settlement process for conflicts that originate out of provincial measures. This motivation would stem from the fear of resulting liability for an award against Canada. This is important because currently Canada is not only “on the hook” for payment of awards and settlements, it also must expend resources on the arbitration process. If a Chapter 11 dispute arises from the acts of a province, the province will likely be better situated to defend such actions. Moreover, the provinces and territories may think twice before enacting measures that would violate the provisions of Chapter 11 if they could no longer rely on the federal government to “pick up the check.” This would help contribute to a stable investment environment and repair any damage done to Canada’s reputation as a safe place for foreign investment.
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